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Editorial
Welcome to the May edition of the magazine.
We have another full edition of the magazine for this month. Lots to read
This month the Committee have been busy putting pen to paper or should that be fingers to keyboard,
doesn’t have quite the same ring! A big thank you to them.
Mark has supplied some Tongham Tales, Francis has been communing with Matilda and Pash has been
undertaking some serious woodwork!
We have re-printed two more articles from the 1994 Special Edition of the magazine. Naturally we
continue to publish pictures from the slide collection . It is with mentioning here that the majority of the
slide collection has been added to the website though captioning them all remains a task. It can be
viewed here : https://guildfordmotorclub.org.uk/?page_id=348
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always gratefully received. Let’s hear what you up to!
Annette & Robert Clayson

Tongham Tales from the lockdown.
5 weeks in, just 7 to go (as things stand)
In the early days of the current unpleasantness, we knew that we’d be amongst the 1.4 million
in the ‘at risk’ group. Lorraine’s ongoing Chemo treatment means that she has to be ‘shielded’
as opposed to just isolated. So, we have to lock ourselves away for 12 weeks minimum.
In the weeks before the lockdown, we had decided that the Jag, although a superb car to
drive, was a bit much, now that I’m not doing the long business trips anymore, and it was
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Social Calendar

Competition

May 2020
19th Commitee - via conference call

The suspension of all competition event
permits by Motorsport UK is currently till
June 30th.

Goodwood Events
Brooklands Events -

GMC Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Membership Fees
Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self
Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July

GMC Mugs

£2.00

Full Membership

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

Family Membership

£2.50

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media

3 for a £1.00

Contact Information
Follow this link for our contact information.
In Tune
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A couple of visits to dealers and a
test drive or two, and we’d decided
on a Mazda. Not a lightbulb
(younger members may not know
that they were famous for them
years ago), nor is it a sporty little
MX-5, but the mid sized SUV,
CX-30.
Delivery would take a couple of
weeks and everything was signed
and sealed.
Then the powers that be, decided,
quite correctly, to start closing
things down. The Mazda dealers
probably had some inside knowledge, as they contacted me to ensure I’d be OK to pick up
the car on the 23rd March – the last day before garages closed.
So, I went and collected the car, shining very brightly in its gleaming Soul Red paint. It had 8
miles on the clock. I doubled that on the way home, and that’s all it’s done. As Lorraine says,
a very expensive driveway ornament.
Yesterday, I took it for a drive. I went forward 25 feet and parked it on the road. Later I drove
it back – it’s still only done 16 miles.
I have been fettling the Sunbeam
as well. Getting the hood to fit
and stow away nicely. I charged
the battery and got it running. I
think it’ll need a new battery
when I can get out to buy one.
This one is 19 years old, and has
been pretty much ignored for
most of its life. I’ve adjusted the
camber angle on the front N/S
and the wheel sit’s inside the arch
now. It’ll need new tyres as well.
Neither sets that I’ve got have
date stamps on them. I know they
are at least 20 years old, and have the road-holding properties of a piece of seasoned Teak.
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Hmm, those wheels look filthy. First thing to do though, is to sort out the non-indicating
indicators. Probably just a dry joint somewhere.
Do let the rest of us know how you’re getting on in isolation. Drop a few words to Rob and
Annette. It doesn’t even have to be car related. Next month I might do a review of ales from
the Old Dairy brewery in Kent.
Take care out there.
Mark.

Lockdown in a Lockup
“Poor Matilda!”
“Confined to spend the next unknown number of
weeks or months squeezed into a slightly damp,
unlit, nondescript, flat-roofed, brick lockup, wedged
between a spare Ford 4-speed gearbox, two stacks of
four Mini-Lite wheels, (only one of which consists of
genuine articles awaiting fitment), a couple of
surplus front seats and pressed-up against an old tyre
at the front to avoid bumping into the end wall.”
“And, of course, that bloody, stupid, wooden egg,
suspended on a string, just touching the centre of
the windscreen.”
“How embarrassing!”
“By the way, this end wall is porous! During the
recent big rain I was standing in a couple of inches
of water and the spare gearbox had to be drained!”

The rewarding view on opening up!

“On either side of the car on the end wall are a couple of rather
tatty metal shelves, the only furniture in the space. They house
oil, filters and nefarious spare parts mostly used, mostly of no
further real use, awaiting that tough decision required about a
many ‘bits’ in most garages or sheds or man-caves - “Should I
chuck them out? Or should I hang on to them because they
might be useful later? And they aren’t doing any harm sitting
there anyway. Collecting dust.””
“Sometimes I really do question his sanity. ‘Course I don’t let
him know what I’m thinking. I don’t think he could cope if he
knew I thought he was a bit of a dafty-dreamer. But look at his
In Tune
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history-crazy- he drove me half way up through the African continent and back without a
thought. He and his brother, who, I admit, is a bit more considerate, bashed me through
almost 10000 miles, chattering and laughing all the way, forgetting that I was already over 55
years old.”
“Thankfully not as old as those two buggers! And, actually, I really enjoyed the challenge of
doing the trip without a convoy of unnecessary, modern, lumbering 4 wheel drive vehicles.
Being relatively light and lightly laden is one of the tricks often overlooked by ‘Overlanders’.
Yes, it was really good fun, and they never totally broke me. They did marvel at how tough I
am. ‘Over engineered’ they called me , and they are right. I came before the Cortina and I am
a much tougher, more solidly built aﬀair. Because I look so unusual and we were only built for
a couple of years we are highly undervalued. Everybody’s dad had a Cortina, few had the joy
of owning a Ford Classic 315, so cannot really know what a Milestone Car we were and still
are!”
“Anyway, to get back to the point of
the article, what has happened to me
during Covid-19 Lockdown:
Bugger all!
Oh, yes, he has come to the lockup
every week and fired me up, of
course, since he had spent a bit of
time and dosh on my engine, I fired
up on the first turn of the key. God,
was he chuﬀed with himself.........”
“Other than that here I am - waiting
Super, strong, GT Cortina head, Burton fast road cam and lots of
for a new brake master cylinder and a
other hidden goodies!
clutch master cylinder to be fitted,
both systems to be flushed and
refilled with some fancy fluid that is not hygroscopic - I don’t know - these new fangled
ideas, I’m not really sure about them. What do you think? Would you go for it?”
He’s also got some fancy ‘poly bushes’ to fit to the rear springs, says they are ‘ the real thing’.
But I don’t know. And then there’s the wheel alignment to be addressed after he replaced my
busted steering box ( ‘Got Busted in Botswana’ - sounds like the title of a song), and put on a
new track control arm on the near side. The last one had to be welded up after some pretty
‘Rough terrain in Tanzania’ - another song title! Ha, ha!”
“Yeah, and before this virus pandemic he told me he was delighted that we had been oﬀered
the services of a particularly experienced rally navigator so would be entering for The Jedi 12
Car Rally and, after that, the second David Roscoe Tour of 120 miles. He was also talking
about a road trip to John o’Groats on minor roads. Wow, I thought! That’s wonderful!”
In Tune
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“Then it all fell apart, and here I am. But
don’t feel sorry for me. I can wait and with a
weekly visit I will keep up my strength and
be ready when the call finally comes to
perform with reliability in any situation.
Remember our motto is “Life is a daring
adventure or it is nothing.”
Francis
Lovely Matilda waits patiently!

Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. Around 1994 we published a special
edition of the magazine with a number of articles which had been included in previous
editions. We start with this month with a confession from Founder Member David Roscoe
and a report on the Cape to Cape Challenge.

Confessions of a Founder Member.By David Roscoe
For me - it all started when Bob Jennings’ Ford Pop went on fire. Bob’s Ford was the only
reliable set of wheels with four seats and you needed a crew of four on the “Hunt the
Marshall" type of rallies in the 50’s.
With the prospect of an all-night rally, courtesy of the Hants & Berks Motor Club, the crew
toiled up the hill behind the Castle to Bob’s house, only to be overtaken by a fire engine in
full flight. The next twenty minutes changed my life - I had not risen to the exalted position
of membership of the Jennings Rally Team who, following the fire engine to Bob's house,
found the Ford completely incinerated through the over-enthusiastic use of a paraﬃn sump
heater by Bob; however, the team, faced with an ‘out of stock‘ position rally car wise, cast
about in their minds who might have access to four wheels, four seats and who didn‘t mind
not going to bed on a Saturday night for the winter rally season.
I deem it a great privilege that out of a short list of unsuspecting mugs, I and my A40
Somerset were selected. Thus, began my somewhat eccentric career in motor sport. All of
that happened in 1952 - one year before the birth of the GMC, but it started a process which
was to lead that rally crew to form the club a year later.
In those days, we belonged to the Cranleigh & District M.C., or to the Hants & Berks and for
those into circuit racing there was the B.A.R.C., whose track at Goodwood attracted the
budding racers from the Guildford area. But Guildford itself had no motor club, strange to
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say, as there were plenty of enthusiasts in the district. Then one day at a most unlikely
motoring event, at a most improbable venue, the idea of a motor club for Guildford was born.
The event, the Guildford Municipal Safe Driving Contest, the venue, the Guildford Cattle
Market, then situated in the Woodbridge Road. Need I say, the Great Rally Team won all
classes except for our renowned co-driver David Cobbett, who was disqualified for dangerous
driving! Yes, really - he completed the wiggle-woggle test in a series of power slides in his 1944
Army Jeep and nearly wiped out the Guildford Council Road Safety Oﬃcer who was
crouched by one of the bollards with a six-inch ruler! After that we realised that we were
unlikely to be asked back to any road safety event in Guildford and that if we wanted to
develop motor sport in the area, we had better get our act together. The scene now shifts to
the sales oﬃce of Bakers Garage in Upper High Street. Bakers were noted for two things, one
they were the main Vauxhall dealers and two, the sales staﬀ were rally types. In fact, the Chief
Salesman had only recently been disqualified from the Guildford Municipal Safe Driving
Contest!
It was on these dealer premises that plans were laid for the formation of our club with fine
disregard for any democratic process. The lads in the sales oﬃce made out a list of the
committee, comprising the original rally team and their mates and then drafted out a
membership form - having unilaterally decided what the sub was to be! But then they struck a
snag - they had to put the Hon. Secretary's name and address on the form - but nobody was
keen to take on this responsibility.
At that time I was working in London, commuting from London Road station each day and
returning to Merrow each evening, thus I was not party to the actions of the 'Junta‘ in Bakers
sales oﬃce. What better candidate could there be for ‘Hon. Sec‘? Keen, had a car, an address
in Guildford and use of a telephone. So they put my name on the form and printed of a
hundred copies - I was hooked! A few days later when I attended the inaugural meeting at the
Wooden Bridge Hotel I found that this great honour had been stuck on me and happily I
continued as Hon. Sec. for many exciting and fun years.
From now on the pace quickened - we had fifty members by the end of the first month and
R.A.C. recognition a month later. The only near disaster was when I ordered a hundred car
badges designed by my father-in-law, the very same badge that decorates members’ cars today.
The badges arrived, I paid for them out of club funds and started to sell them to members.
Then I had this letter from the Town Clerk of Guildford saying that he had seen our badge
and how nice it was, but we could not use the town coat of arms without the permission of
the Council.
I apologised and said that what he had seen was a ‘prototype’ and could we formally apply for
permission! Fortunately, we were told that we could use the design and I heard later that the
Town Clerk was most impressed by the speed with which we produced bulk supplies of the
badge for our members, little knowing that I had hidden the other ninety-nine badges in the
back of my garage pending ‘oﬃcial notification’!
In Tune
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So by the end of 1953 we were on our way, over one hundred members, a famous racing driver
as our President and growing fast. The future was to provide much excitement, from the first
“Midnight Matinee" film show in the country to an annual dinner for four hundred on an
island in the Thames.
But that, as they say, is another story.

Cape to Cape Challenge, ’94 by Vic Quayle
When l was younger I read just about every motoring book available, and many were about
the early motor races run from city to city across Europe. Such events are long gone, but
when an opportunity came to take part in a trans-European Challenge to break an existing
world record l couldn’t resist.
The aim of the Cape to Cape Challenge was to drive from Cape Tarifa in southern Spain (near
Gibraltar) to Nordkapp, Norway - in eﬀect from the bottom to the top of Europe. Public
roads and ferries had to be used and so that no speeding took place a tachograph had to be
fitted to the car. These were (allegedly) checked after the event by Lucas Forensic
Department before final results were declared.
So as to avoid a massed start all participants had a 12 hour window in which to start, and this
in theory was decided upon according to estimated time of arrival at ferry ports in northern
Europe.
Choice of car was important, but despite a great deal of eﬀort to get a loan car from a
manufacturer or local dealer, we used my own Mazda 626 2.5i. We did however manage to get
some major sponsorship from lnformix software, EHAS Group publishers and Bellfields
Service Station, with other assistance from many companies who loaned equipment or
supplied food, etc. Notable amongst these was Trimble who loaned us a global positioning
system (GPS) which gave us a constant heading and position. It was also able to receive
electronic mail messages from our UK base, and we could send them faxes en route.
A great deal of time was spent pouring over maps of Europe and a detailed road book was
prepared covering, we hoped, every eventuality. The old record (as in the Guinness Book of
Records) was 127h 44m and it soon became apparent that it would be easily beaten.
My original target was sub 100h, but as the weeks of planning went by l eventually decided
that we should leave the start at 6.25pm on Sunday 14th August (at the end of the start window
and last car on the road) and hopefully would arrive at Nordkapp about 65h later. My aim was
to finish mid-morning on the Wednesday.
My two colleagues could not believe we could do the trip so fast and very few people thought
we could get a sub 80 hour time. There were a few side bets!
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Apart from serious sea sickness on my part the trip to Santander and down to the
headquarters hotel near Cadiz went without any problem. Scrutineering was a farce and the
supposed 50 entries were in fact only about 20 including celebrity teams filming for children's
television. Other cars included several Rovers, Probes. and Fronteras, a 306, a Granada and an
Escort Cosworth sponsored by Gray's of Somewhere Local!
We decided on our duty order by lot, the sequence being drive, navigate and sleep. The only
stops would be for petrol when we would also check the car (tyres, screen, oil) go to the loo
and buy any food and drink. For food we relied on baguettes and digestive biscuits but made
sure we had lots of soft drinks.
Through Spain we chose to use the motorway behind the Costas travelling mostly at exactly
130 kph, no more - no less on cruise control arriving at the French border at dawn. We had
good weather and it was really warm as we continued up through France via Orange and
Beaune before turning east to join the German Autobahn system.
Here we could increase the speed and we held 210 kph for some way and did a great deal over
160 kph (100mph). Our route took us through Frankfurt and Hanover up to the Baltic coast
at Puttgarden to catch the ferry to Denmark. We had a longish wait for this (40 mins) but
managed to shave, shower and sh... before crossing Denmark to Helsingor and another
shorter trip to Sweden arriving about 3am Tuesday.
From bottom to top Sweden is a long way and it was late evening before we crossed into
Finland. We were held up for 10min here whilst the Customs checked us for radar detection
equipment, but then it was north through Rovaniemi and into Lapland in a continuous
twilight now that we were above the Arctic Circle. We now hit a lot of mist but with an 80
kph national speed limit we continued at maximum speed. We also passed a signpost to
Murmansk (330k).
With dawn on Wednesday came Norway and we arrived at the last ferry crossing just before
8am and had to wait about 15min before it left. Here we met up with some other competitors,
some of whom had been waiting for 3 hours, it being the first ferry of the day.
Once on dry land again it was a short run up to Nordkapp where there was superb warm
weather (very unusual) to greet us. All crews eventually arrived safely and beat the old record,
and after celebrations, and a night’s sleep in a local hotel we started the long trek home via
Bergen and the ferry to Newcastle.
The results? We came 4th overall with a time of 63hours 49min being the first Lions Club
Team and 2nd in the Men's Team class. We are now also members of Nordkapp Car Club.
Door to door the car travelled 6305 miles (10,000k+) but caused no problems and didn’t even
use any oil. Fastest, and now record holders, were a team from the Metropolitan Police with
58hours 15min just beating a Green Jackets army team by 12min!
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From the Slide Collection
Along with the slides we were donated there were are number of prints, we’ve scanned them as well
and a random selection are shown this month. Sadly we don’t have much information about the
various locations and cars.

Prescott

Volkswagen ‘Special’

Silverstone
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Covid-19 = No Rallying = Build sheds!
What strange times we are all
currently experiencing! This
pandemic really is shaking
things up and normal life has
been put on hold, whilst we
exist in a permanent
Groundhog Day of eternal
Sundays.
People are getting unwell,
losing their jobs, businesses are going bust and ultimately people are
unfortunately dying from this dreadful virus but the worst thing to
come out of this is that there is NO Rallying!!!
So, what does a super fit International Rally Co-driver in his prime do
whilst on Rallying sabbatical I hear you ask? Well he builds sheds
doesn’t he! or more particularly a 5m x 3m Summer house (complete
with Lean-to storage facility). This is to join his self-designed and built
Man-cave erected towards the end of 2018.
So, what we have now ended up with is more temporary timber
structures than Sangatte, or an urban ghetto on the outskirts of some
sprawling South American metropolis. An entire West wing of extra
rooms added to The Old Bailiﬀ ’s House.
We were greatly relieved when the flat-packed kit got delivered on
April 1st, a week into the lockdown, after placing the order on March
8th with a 7-10 working day stated delivery time. We were very worried
that it would not get delivered and the company would go under and
we would have been considerably been out of pocket. Luckily, we did
not have to go through such financial hardship and with me changing
onto an emergency shift pattern I had some full days to build it.
I am still working through the lockdown, after being declared a
‘Critical Worker’ and have been put
onto the same shift pattern as our
Security team to bolster their numbers
and help keep the building safe. 4 days
on, 4 oﬀ, 4 nights on, 4 oﬀ, 12-hour
shift pattern has also given me 4-day
blocks to erect and finish building the
Summer House and Lean-to before the
In Tune
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end of April.
I am happy for this quick
turnaround because it has
given me back the Man cave
that had been a temporary
storage facility whilst the old
storage shed had been
demolished, to make way for
the new Summer house. I am
now able to get back in and
escape from the trails and
tribulations of everyday life!

Lean-to being Built

Lean-to being filled up

As you can see from the pictures my Man cave/Workshop is
primarily being used as a shrine to Rallying, both of Historical
of the great and the good and
my own personal Rallying
history, with old Helmets,
pictures and lever-arch files
full of paperwork from all the
Road Rallies I’ve competed
on (barring 2 it appears). It
Man Cave - and lit up!
can all be switched into full
engineering mode allowing
for welding and grinding. Also hammering, nailing, screwing, banging, bashing and the like, to
my heart’s content, as it is quite very well insulated for heat but as a bonus it as very good at
sound insulation properties as well.

Summer House Complete

In Tune
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The Summer house is an extra room on the house to be enjoyed by all the family for all
manner of purposes. Games room, Music room, Bedroom, Summer room and general
entertainment room for BBQs, Soirées and the like. It will be a great addition to the house
and when all this Covid-19 malarkey is all finished then GMC members are free to drop by
for a tour of the West wing
and a beer from the beer
fridge in the Man cave (Jon
Marlow being the only one
to visit the Man cave!
Building Sheds has been
fun, but it is not Rallying,
and I cannot wait to get
back in the lanes!
Pash
Flat Packed Lean -to

Flat Packed Summer House

Flat Packed Summer House
Inside the Summer House

Corona Anti Virus
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